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A B S T R A C T   

Composites consisting of a polymer binder filled with various particles are widely used in industrial applications, 
and key to their engineering design is the ability to produce mechanical models of these materials. One limitation 
of many composites is the use of cross-linked elastomers as matrix materials, which reduces re-usability and 
recyclability. In this research, a recently developed reusable and low temperature processable supramolecular 
polyurethane was mixed with sugar particles to produce a model composite material with different particle sizes 
or volume fractions, which were subsequently characterised and modelled. Large strain mechanical properties of 
the material were analysed in compression at strain rates up to approximately 1800 s− 1, supported by mea-
surements of the small strain viscoelastic response at different temperatures and frequencies. A model was 
developed that combined the known viscoelastic response of the supramolecular polyurethane with filler rein-
forcement and strain activated damage equations calibrated against quasi-static experiments. The model pro-
vided a good prediction of the high strain rate behaviour, for which the effect of adiabatic heating in the sample 
was also considered. The model parameters were related back to the filler particle size and volume fraction. 
Finally, a preliminary study of geometry and strength recovery was performed.   

1. Introduction 

Recent research has led to the development of synthetic, healable 
materials composed of supramolecular polyurethanes (SPUs) which are 
able, at relatively low temperatures, to recover their topology and me-
chanical properties when damaged [1–6]. These polymers have advan-
tages of low-temperature processability, low density, biocompatibility 
and ductility; however, their low moduli at ambient temperature present 
challenges for use in load-bearing structures [7] and biomedical appli-
cations [8]. Over the last few decades, particulate-filled polymers, made 
by embedding rigid particles into polymer matrices have attracted great 
scientific interest and enabled access to specific applications [9–11], 
such as tyres, insulation coatings and packing materials, by improving 
properties such as stiffness and toughness compared to the polymer 
alone. Furthermore, fillers can be used to introduce desired functional-
ities such as thermal conductivity [12,13], electrical conductivity [14], 
or magnetic performance [15]. Common mechanical modifiers include 
clay [16], carbon-black [17], fumed silica [18] or two-dimensional 

fillers such as nano-tubes, flakes and fibers [19]. The overall mechani-
cal properties of the composite can depend on the filler size [20,21], 
filler shape [22,23], filler distribution, alignment [24–26], geometric 
orientation [24], and interfacial adhesion between filler and matrix 
[27–31]. Another purpose of mixing particulates in a soft polymer is to 
take advantage of the filler’s functionality; for example, in polymer 
bonded explosives or propellants [32–34], where the role of the polymer 
binder is to make the explosive system more resilient and less sensitive 
during processing and transportation [35–38]. 

Mechanical experiments in tension, compression or bending are 
conventionally used to characterise basic composite properties. More 
complex investigations such as microscopy, spectroscopy and scattering 
[39] are used to investigate structural evolution [40–43] but these ob-
servations must then be linked to the overall mechanical response, 
which can be challenging. Internal mechanical responses, such as 
interfacial failure [44,45] and fracture [46,47], can depend on the na-
ture of the filler itself [48,49], the composition [50] and the loading 
situation (e.g. impact [35,51,52], ballistic [53,54], fracture testing [55, 
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56]). The development of simple models that link the structure of the 
composite to its mechanical responses are of importance for effectively 
utilising these materials in industry and science, and this is the subject of 
this paper. Additionally, the mechanical properties at high strain rates 
were determined, and a simple model calibrated from low rate data was 
used to predict these behaviours. The conventional method for high 
strain rate characterisation is the split-Hopkinson pressure bar [57]. This 
has previously been employed to understand mechanical behaviour of 
similar filled polymers [35,58,59]; however, there are physical limita-
tions for testing low modulus materials at high strain rates [60,61]. The 
natural frequency of oscillation of the specimen and the effects of 
specimen inertia both lead to additional forces that mask the underlying 
specimen response. Further, for materials that deform at low stresses, it 
is difficult to accurately measure the forces supported by the specimen 
using a metallic transmission bar as a result of weak transmitted signals, 
compared to the background noise [62]. To ensure that the properties of 
the specimen are truly representative of the material response, the 
specimen needed to be loaded uniformly (i.e. in static stress equilib-
rium). However, the characteristic low wave speeds in low modulus 
specimens can result in non-equilibrated stresses causing non-uniform 
deformation in the specimen (i.e. specimen yielding before dynamic 
stress equilibrium), which would invalidated the results obtained [63]. 
Finally, whilst high-speed imaging can be used to monitor deformation 
and composite failure [64–67], it is not possible to observe micro-
structural evolution in high strain rate experiments. Hence, there is a 
requirement for approaches that combine experiments and modelling in 
order to link low and high strain rate data, with the ultimate aim of 
better understanding the behaviour under high-rate conditions. 

Here, we characterise and model a particulate composite combining 
a SPU binder with sugar fillers. As well as being inert and non-toxic, the 
use of sugar has the advantage that it is possible to produce specimens 
with various, but relatively well-controlled, particle sizes and filler 
loadings. We propose a combined modelling method based on a pre-
dictive model for the SPU behaviour [68]. This was combined with 
models for the modulus enhancement owing to the filler, and the sub-
sequent strength reduction during loading as the filler debonds from the 
polymer matrix [35,69]. The modelling procedure started with a 
viscoelastic polymer model (VPM) for the SPU, characterising the 
behaviour up to large strains and over a range of strain rates [68]. This 
model has the advantage of all the parameters being derived from 
standard rheological and low-rate experiments. The modulus of the 
composite was then derived using Guth’s reinforcement equation [70]. 

The damage equation is described using a typical phenomenological 
model for debonding, with parameters that fit to compression 
stress-strain data, and which can be related to filler volume fraction and 
particle size. The model was applied to composites with different com-
positions, deformed over a range of strain rates up to 1800 s− 1. For 
modelling high-rate behaviour, the adiabatic heating effect was also 
incorporated [71]. The model implementations and experimental results 
in this paper therefore provide an applicable methodology for inter-
preting the mechanical behaviour of particulate-filled polymers. We 
have previously shown that the polymer matrix has ability to recover 
mechanical properties [1,35], therefore, the recovery in these compos-
ites was also investigated. 

2. Material and experimental method 

2.1. Synthesis of SPU 

The polymer binder selected (Fig. 1) has previously been reported 
[1] to exhibit healable characteristics, however, it does not possess 
sufficient mechanical strength or stiffness to be useful in many appli-
cations where structural integrity is key. To explore the need to reinforce 
these types of functional materials to increase their utility, the SPU was 
prepared using a known procedure1 before formulating composites for 
analysis. The SPU was synthesized by reacting a non-polar polymeric 
diol, namely Krasol™ HLBH-P2000, with 4,4’-methylene diphenyl dii-
socyanate (4,4’-MDI) at 80◦C under argon for three hours to install 
isocyanate end-groups. 4-(2-Aminoethyl)morpholine was then intro-
duced to decorate the telechelic polymer with polar recognition motifs 
as end-groups via urea bond formation. The resulting SPU possessed 
hydrophilic domains (urethanes and ureas recognition motifs) in addi-
tion to a hydrophobic polymer back-bone which gave rise to a phase 
separated morphology. Crucially, this morphology resulted in the for-
mation of a self-assembled network via non-covalent hydrogen bonding 
and aromatic π-π stacking interactions. As a consequence of the 
reversible supramolecular interactions, the SPU exhibited low temper-
ature processability, excellent adhesion, healability, reusability and 
biocompatibility [1]. Furthermore, a model for rheological behaviour 
was presented and a constitutive viscoelastic polymer model was pro-
posed for its compression loading behaviour at strain rates up to 1200 
s− 1. 

Fig. 1. The healable supramolecular polyurethane, featuring urea morpholine end groups [1]  
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2.2. Particulate composite: sugar-filled SPU 

The sugar-filled polymer specimens for compression experiments 
were prepared and moulded individually. Three types of sugar particles 
(Tate & Lyle Ltd, UK) were used: granulated (530-670 μm), caster (270- 
340 μm) or icing (20-25 μm) sugars; micrographs of the sugar fillers for 
these three categories are shown in Fig. SI-1 the product specification 
[72] for particle sizes is also given in Table SI-1. The density of sugar, ρf, 
is 1600 kg m-3 [73]. To produce the composite, the appropriate amount 
of sugar was immersed into the molten polymer at 80◦C; the resulting 
mixture was slowly, mixed and extruded to avoid grinding or crushing 
the sugar particle, and preventing air voids becoming trapped inside the 
specimens. The mixture was then gently injected into a PTFE mould 
(Fig. SI-2) from which cylindrical specimens were prepared of diameter 
6.35±0.1 mm and length 7.4±0.1 mm. Various filler loading densities 
were prepared; for granulated sugar, these were 25, 50, 70 and 75% 
(referred to hereon as: G25, G50, G70 and G75) by volume; for caster 
sugar 50 and 65% (C50 and C65) and for icing sugar 30 and 50% (I30 
and I50). In order to confirm that the specimens were prepared to the 
correct composition, their densities were calculated and compared to the 
theoretical density before experiments which were in good agreement; 
see Table SI-2 for an example. 

2.3. Low- and high-rate compression experiments 

Low-rate compression experiments were performed in a commercial 
screw-driven load frame (Instron 5980) using an environmental cham-
ber to maintain a constant temperature of 25◦C. The specimen was 
centered between two loading anvils and compressed under true strain 
rate control at 0.01 s− 1. The load cell had a measurement capacity of 1 
kN. Force and deformation records from the crosshead were used to 
calculate the true stress-strain response, assuming that the deformation 
took place at constant volume. Specimens of composites G25, G50, G75, 
C50, C65, I30, I50 were tested at a true strain rate of 0.01 s− 1, composite 
G50 was also tested at 0.001 and 0.1 s− 1 in order to understand the rate 
dependence After the compression experiments, some specimens were 
held at a constant temperature of 37◦C, in order to observe their shape 
recovery. 

In order to characterise the response to high strain rate deformation, 
up to 1800 s− 1, high rate experiments were performed using a Split- 
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) [57,60,74,75] at room temperature 
(20◦C). In this experiment, a cylindrical specimen is placed between the 
ends of two titanium alloy bars. A third bar, known as a striker, is 
accelerated in a gas gun until it impacts the incident bar. The impact 
creates an ‘incident’ stress wave that travels along the bar to the spec-
imen. At the bar-specimen interface, the wave is partially reflected along 

the incident bar and partially transmitted through specimen. The inci-
dent, reflected and transmitted waves were measured by strain gauges 
on the incident and transmission bars. These measurements were used to 
calculate the stress equilibrium, deformation rate and surface force at 
the bar-specimen interfaces, from which the true strain-stress behaviour 
in the specimen is determined [57,62]. 

3. Modelling and experimental results 

3.1. Polymer model – viscoelastic theory 

The SPU polymer matrix was modelled using a viscoelastic method 
described in a previous paper [68]. The model was assembled from an 
empirical Maxwell model combined with an additional dashpot: the 
former was parameterized by a Prony series that used empirical 
thermal-mechanical data from rheometry and DMA experiments in the 
principle of time-temperature superposition; the latter was defined to 
allow the whole model to fit the empirical rate-dependence. The overall 
model enables the large strain response to be described in compression 
up to ~1200 s-1. The model construction and simulations were executed 
in Simscape® (Simulink, Matlab®). In this paper, the model was again 
used for the mechanical behaviour of the unfilled SPU over a range of 
strain rates and was combined with a particle reinforcement equation 
and a damage equation to describe the composite behaviour, assigning 
as the viscoelastic polymer model. 

3.2. Filled polymer – moduli reinforcement 

There has been significant interest in the mechanical response of 
particle-filled polymers [70,76–81]. One of the earliest theories for a 
composite system with rigid spherical inclusions was based on Einstein’s 
equation; further models, all described in the SI, include the Kerner 
equation [78], the series and parallel model [79], and the Hirsch model 
[80]. The model used in this paper is Guth’s reinforcement equation 
(RE) [70]; here the composite stiffness is calculated as: 

Ec,0 = Em,0

(
1+ 0.67PVf + 1.62P2V2

f

)
, (1)  

where Em,0 is the modulus of the matrix and Vf is the volume fraction of 
particles. P is nominally the aspect ratio for non-spherical particles, but 
here is treated as a fitting parameter to obtain the correct reinforcement 
for different volume fractions. In this paper, we define the ratio, 
RGuth = Ec,0 / Em,0, as a reinforcement factor that increases the modulus 
of the polymer matrix to that of the composite at the same strain rate and 
temperature conditions. To characterise P, empirical data from speci-
mens of unfilled SPU, G25, G50 and G75, tested in compression at a 

Fig. 2. (a) Stress-strain data for filled and unfilled SPU tested in monotonic and cyclic compression experiments at a strain rate of 0.01 s− 1 and 25◦C. The apparent 
Young’s modulus is 7.2 MPa for the unfilled polymer and 15, 55 and 145 MPa for filled polymer specimens G25, G50 and G75, respectively. The empirical rein-
forcement factor, Rtest, is calculated as 2.1, 7.6 and 20.1. These ratio values can be optimally fitted by the Guth equation when P = 3.9, and give RGuth as 3.2 (G25), 8.5 
(G50) and 16.8 (G75). The predicted Young’s modulus from the viscoelastic polymer model at 0.01 s− 1 is about 7.5 MPa for unfilled SPU, gives predicted Young’s 
moduli for G25, G50 and G75 composites about 24, 64 and 126 MPa. Parameters used in other reinforcement equations are: υm = 0.49 for Kerner equation; Ep = 250 
MPa for the series and parallel model; x = 0.3 for the Hirsch model. 
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strain rate of 0.01 s− 1, were used, shown in Fig. 2a. The apparent 
Young’s moduli (i.e. initial compression moduli) were extracted and 
fitted to all the above formulations with appropriate values of Em,0, Ec,0 

and Vf. Fig. 2b shows a comparison of the models with the experimental 
data, indicating that the Guth equation with P = 3.9 afforded the best fit. 

Fig. 3. Damage curve using damage Eq. 5 with different values of εa and k. The empirical damage was determined by Esecant,test / (Em × RGuth), where, Em is the local 
secant modulus determined by the viscoelastic polymer model. 

Fig. 4. Strain-stress behaviour modelled using damage Eq. 5 with different values of εa and k. The ultimate stress was determined via σ = E∙ε. The best-fitting 
parameters RGuth, εa, k, for the modelling of the composite behaviour at 0.01 s− 1 and 25◦C were assigned as follows G25: 3.2, 0.055, 0.4; G50: 8.5, 0.048, 0.68; 
G75: 16.8, 0.042, 0.99. 
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3.3. Composite model – continuum damage model 

The strength of the filled polymer is dominated by the structural 
integrity of the filler-matrix interface [35,58]. The debonding surrounds 
individual crystals at small strains, and forms micro-cracks as the strain 
increases, resulted in strain softening in the constitutive response [59, 
82]. This is consistent with the observed behavior of crystals debonding 
from the binder reported by Siviour et al. [35]. Li et al. [83] observed 
interface debonding of matrix and particles as the main form of damage 
at small stress, while at higher stresses micro-cracks along the boundary 
of crystals and transgranular fracture through crystals developed. Rav-
indran et al. reported [51] localized shear in polymer rich areas and in 
crystals that experience fracture, indicating another phenomenon of 
failure evolution. Computational simulations have also been employed 
[84–86], to verify the initiation of failure in interfacial debonding. 

Building on previous research [35], the overall damage is modelled 
here by degrading the modulus using a function similar in form to the 
Weibull distribution [87]. The development of the model is described 
here. In the previous research, an activation strain, εa, which is depen-
dent on the filler particle size, was used to parameterize the debonding 
according to 

E = Ec,0

[

1 − exp
(

−
(εa

ε

)2
)]

(2)  

Ec,0 = RGuth × Em,0 (3)  

σ = E⋅ε (4)  

where Ec,0 is the Young’s modulus of the intact composite predicted 
using the Guth equation multiplying the Young’s modulus of the 

Fig. 5. Model implementation for specimens of G50, C50 and I50, in which (a) the Guth reinforcement equation was used to reinforce the viscoelastic polymer 
model, (b) the damage equation with optimal value of εa and k from Eq. 5 was used to perform (c) modelling of the composite behaviour at 0.01 s− 1 and 25◦C. The 
parameters RGuth, εa, k were assigned as G50: 8.5, 0.048, 0.68; C50: 8.5, 0.054, 0.61; I50: 8.5, 0.06, 0.54. 

Fig. 6. (a) and (b) show the linear relations between fitting parameters εa, k and filler particle size and volume fraction. These two 2D plots correspond to 3D surfaces 
(c) and (d). From surface plots (c) and (d), a unique set of damage parameters can be extracted for any particle diameter and volume fraction. For example, the 
parameters RGuth, εa, k were assigned to specimens of I30, C65 and G70 as: I30: 4, 0.065, 0.31; C65: 13, 0.051, 0.78; G70: 14.9, 0.043, 0.93. 
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polymer, Em,0, from the viscoelastic polymer model. RGuth is the ratio 
value, calculated from Fig. 2. The value of εa was fit to the experimental 
data to determine the stress. The model outputs are given in Supple-
mentary Information (Figs SI-3 and SI-4). The limitation of using this 
constitutive model was because it over-estimates the post-yield soft-
ening behaviour. 

A number of modifications to the damage equations were made (see 
SI). The final expression used is as follows: 

E = Ec

[
1 − kexp

(
−

εa

ε

)]
, (5)  

where an additional paramter k was added to represent the material 
maintaining strength at high strains. The effects of the two parameters 
for the model on both the damage ratio and the resulting stress-strain 
curves are presented in more detail in Figs. 3 and 4. Here, the activa-
tion strain, εa, dominates the initial modulus and position of the peak 
stress, whilst k adjusts the behaviour at larger strains. 

3.4. Further model parametrization and parameter comparisons 

The model was fitted to a series of experiments with different particle 
sizes. In all cases, the viscoelastic polymer model was first used to pre-
dict the behaviour of the matrix at each strain rate; then the stress-strain 
curve was modified using the appropriate reinforcement factor accord-
ing to the specific filler loadings. Finally, the stress-strain curve thus 
produced was compared to the empirical data for the same material, to 
produce a damage factor as a function of strain. Again, parameters εa 
and k were fitted. Fig. 5 shows equivalent data from specimens with a 
fixed volume fraction but different particle sizes: G50, C50 and I50. 

The values of εa and k obtained were then plotted against the 
microstructural parameters of filler diameter, d, and filler loading, Vf, 
Fig. 6. In both cases, the relation was observed to be linear, allowing a 

3D plane surface to be plotted for each of the two model parameters. 
From this surface, values of εa and k can now be estimated for a specific 
composition. 

To verify the parametrization, additional compression experiments 
were performed on materials with different compositions: Icing Sugar 
with volume fraction 30% (I30) and Caster Sugar with volume fraction 
65% (C65), again at 25◦C and 0.01 s− 1. The required parameters, εa and 
k, were extracted from the 3D surface plots in Fig. 6. The full empirical 
datasets for specimens I30 and C65 are shown in Fig. SI-14. A compar-
ison of the models to experimental data is presented in Fig. 7. 

3.5. Model application for low- to high-rate behaviour 

Data from further experiments on G50, G70 and G75, and the cor-
responding models, are used to validate the model application to both 
low and high strain rate behavior. To capture the experiments with 
different loading rates, the viscoelastic polymer model at the same 
ambient temperatures and strain rates was assigned. To respond to 
temperature changes, the principle of time-temperature superposition 
was employed: a master curve of modulus was produced at a new shifted 
reference temperature, and this curve was used to build a new set of 
Prony series parameters [68]. This allowed the predicted constitutive 
behaviour for unfilled SPU at the specific reference temperature to be 
determined, whilst the values of RGuth, εa and k determined above were 
employed. For compositions that were yet untested, the relevant pa-
rameters were assigned by extracting values from 2D/3D mapping plots 
in Fig. 6. 

Results from quasi-static experiments and the equivalent models for 
specimen G50 at 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 s− 1 are shown in Fig. 8 (the full set 
of experimental data is shown in Fig. SI-15). The model was able to 
accurately reproduce the observed behaviour. For higher rate data up to 
1800 s− 1, the same implementation was applied, Fig. 9. Fig. 10 describes 

Fig. 7. Model implementation for specimens of I30 and C65. (a) Comparison of model with Guth reinforcement equation, but no damage, to the experimental data; 
(b) comparison of full model with damage to the experimental data. The parameters, RGuth, εa, k, were assigned as I30: 4, 0.065, 0.31; C65: 13, 0.051, 0.78, to model 
the behaviour at 0.01 s− 1 and 25◦C. 

Fig. 8. Model implementation for specimen G50, in which (a) the Guth reinforcement equation was used to reinforce the viscoelastic polymer model, (b) the damage 
parameters εa and k were used to model the composite behaviour (c) from 0.001 to 0.01 s− 1 and 25◦C. The parameters, RGuth, εa, k were same as Fig. 3, assigned as 
G50: 8.5, 0.048, 0.68. 
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the model captures well the initial stiffness and subsequent behaviour at 
small strains (full data in Figs SI-16 to SI-18); however, the stress was 
overestimated at large strains compared to the empirical data. Although 
it is possible to optimally fit the experimental data and thus improve the 
model fittings by using an alternative set of parameters (see Fig. SI-19), 
this reduced the predictive capability of the viscoelastic polymer model 
and the utilization of parameters from quasi-static experiments; it also 
removed the correspondence to composite composition. A second 
approach to achieve better fitting at high strain rates was to consider the 
effect of adiabatic heating to reduce the stress at large deformations. 

3.6. Modelling of adiabatic heating effects 

Viscoelastic or plastic deformation of the specimen converts work 
into heat. In high strain rate experiments, this causes a temperature rise 
in the specimen, as there is insufficient time for this heat to conduct into 

the loading bars: the experiment takes place in adiabatic thermal con-
ditions. This temperature rise may affect the subsequent deformation of 
the polymer, and hence affect the stress-strain behaviour, especially at 
large deformation. Fig. SI-22 demonstrates the effect of temperature 
rises on the behaviour of the polymer, this is somewhat amplified when 
considering the composite. In terms of adiabatic heating, the tempera-
ture rise as a function of strain can be approximately calculated as: 

ΔT(ε) = β
ρCp

∫ ε

0
σdεz, (6)  

where σ is the true stress, ε the true strain, ρ = 950 kg m− 3 the material 
density, Cp = 1850 J kg− 1 K− 1 the specific heat capacity of the polymer, 
measured from a DSC experiment, and ΔT represents the rise in tem-
perature; β represents the fraction of work converted to heat during the 
deformation [71]. This is only an approximate calculation because β is 
not known, and the distribution of heat between the matrix and particles 

Fig. 9. Model implementation for specimen G50, in which (a) the Guth reinforcement equation was used to reinforce the viscoelastic polymer model, (b) the damage 
parameters εa and k from the quasi-static experiments (Figs. 3-4) were used. 

Fig. 10. Model implementation for specimen (a) G50, (b) G70 and (c) G75. The implementation of Guth reinforcement equation and the damage model are 
introduced in Figs. 9, SI-20 and SI-21. The parameters, RGuth, εa, k were assigned as G50: 8.5, 0.048, 0.68; G70: 14.9, 0.043, 0.93, determined from Fig. 6; G75: 16.8, 
0.042, 0.99. It is noticed that parameters from the quasi-static experiments (Figs. 3-4) were used to model G50 and G75 in high rates. 

Fig. 11. The temperature rise predicted at strain intervals of 0.1 in composites of G50, G70 and G75, in adiabatic conditions.  
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is not considered. 
In order to verify the degree of impact of adiabatic heating on the 

composite stress at large deformations, an extreme case was considered 
at large deformation and high rates. First, the maximum conversion rate, 
β = 1, was used to represent the work done being fully transferred into 
heat. Secondly, all the deformation was assumed to be adopted within 
the polymer matrix (see Fig. SI-23), for instance in the G50 specimen the 
strain rate in the SPU matrix twice the overall (applied) rate. This in-
crease of strain rate in the matrix would be larger (i.e. likely three to four 
times higher) in specimens of G70 and G75. Using this latter assumption 
gives the polymer stress-strain curves in Fig. SI-24. Thirdly, the overall 
strain was divided into several regular intervals, at the end of which the 
heat generation was calculated. This approach was adopted so that the 
time-temperature superposition (TTS) master-curve only had to be 
recalculated a limited number of times. Here a strain interval of 0.1 was 
used in most cases: at each interval step a new stress-strain curve was 
calculated towards the new raised temperature; the determination of 
temperature rise at each step can be reviewed in Tables SI-3 to SI-5, 
Fig. SI-25. A summary of temperature rises for the steps is shown in 
Fig. 11. 

Using these assumptions, the predicted rises in temperature for 
specimens of G50, G70 and G75 were about 4 to 11◦C. This heating is 
assumed to cause a change in the mechanical response of the polymer as 
a result of increased mobility of the chains, but not in RGuth, εa and k or 
the sugar response. It is noted that, in fact εa, is likely to change, as the 
interaction and adhesion between the matrix and filler changes when 
polymer matrix becomes more viscous, but it was assumed that this is 
not significant in this study. 

Plots of the viscoelastic polymer model output at each calculated 
temperature are given in Figs SI-26 to SI-28. These were then used to 
derive the viscoelastic behaviour during a continuous heating process, 
shown in Fig. 12a, SI-29a and SI-30a for specimens of G50, G70, G75, 
respectively. New strain-stress plots under the assumption of continuous 
adiabatic heating, after reinforcement by the Guth equation, are given in 
Figs 12b, SI-29b and SI-30b. The ultimate stress-strain behaviours of 
composites G50, G70 and G75 with adiabatic heating effects are illus-
trated in the rest Fig. 12. These data show that including the adiabatic 
heating effect leads to a small improvement in the model, but does not 
fully remove the discrepancy between model and experiment. It was 
interesting to investigate the effect of incorporating these increased 
strain rates into the overall mechanical model of the polymer, this is 
discussed further in the SI. 

3.7. Strain recovery of SPU-based composites 

The SPU matrix used in these composites has been shown to partially 
recover its geometry after deformation [1]; an investigation into strain 
recovery, and behaviour on reloading, of the filled composites was also 
performed. The test specimens were prepared as described previously, 

loaded in quasi-static compression at a constant true strain rate of 0.01 
s− 1. The temperature was controlled at 25◦C during compression, and at 
37◦C in the recovery periods after each test. Specimens of SPU, G25, 
G50, C50, I50 and G75 were investigated so that the effects of particle 
size and volume fraction could be observed. Raw data of strain recovery 
against time are given in Fig. SI-36, stress-strain data produced when 
re-testing the specimens after recovery can be reviewed in Fig. SI-37. 
Fig. 14 shows logarithmic strain recovery against time. It is observed 
that this shows a linear dependence with a gradient that depends on the 
composition of the material. These gradients are then linked to the 
volume fraction or filler diameter. 

Further compression experiments were performed to assess the 
stress-strain behaviour of samples under cyclic loading in which the 
second loading took place immediately, and after three hours recovery 
(see Fig. SI-37). Although there is significant geometric recovery in 
many of the specimens, the strength was similar in both cases. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The research presented here characterised low- and high-rate me-
chanical behaviour of sugar-filled SPU composites. Specimens were 
manufactured consisting of an SPU matrix and fillers of granulated, 
caster or icing sugar particles with different filler loadings. A practical 
modelling method was proposed, which builds on the fundamental 
viscoelastic polymer model for the unfilled polymer to model the 
behaviour of sugar-filled SPU composites via progressive reinforcement 
and damage equations. Several reinforcement and damage models were 
introduced, and the optimal equation combination was adopted. 
Assigning appropriate parameters into the equations, the model was 
able to represent the properties of composites tested in quasi-static 
compression. The same modelling procedure and parameters from 
quasi-static experiments were then used to model high-rate experiments, 
in order to validate the use of both the viscoelastic model and the 
damage equation. For composites which had not yet been tested in low- 
rate experiments, the determination of their parameters for modelling 
were obtained from a set of phenomenological 3D surface plots which 
associated the parameters with filler size and volume fraction. The effect 
of adiabatic heating to reduce the stress in the high-rate experiments was 
taken into account in order to optimize the agreement of the model with 
empirical data. 

The modelling procedure began with a constitutive viscoelastic 
polymer model from the literature [68]. Several filler reinforcement 
models were introduced: Guth’s equation, Kerner’s equation and 
Hursch’s equation. Guth’s equation was chosen as the best of these 
equations. The match between the equation and the results is not per-
fect; this may be a result of scatter in the experimental results or dis-
tribution of particle sizes. 

Three damage equations, based on the formulation of the Weibull 
distribution, were proposed. Full simulation results were computed, and 

Fig. 12. Model implementation for specimen G50: the ‘new’ viscoelastic polymer model with adiabatic heating effects was compared to previous polymer model (a); 
the Guth reinforcement equation was used to reinforce the ‘new’ viscoelastic polymer model (b); the same damage parameters εa and k was used (c), to compare the 
‘new’ model outputs with previous data. 
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the damage equation led to the best fit to empirical data was chosen. The 
chosen equation uses two parameters, an activation energy to describe 
damage, assumed to be caused by debonding of the particles from the 
matrix, εa, and a second parameter k, representing the residual strength 
of the material. Unlike previous models in the literature, the underlying 
rate and temperature dependent polymer behaviour was retained by 
degrading the secant modulus of the filled polymer (which is equivalent 
to multiplying the stress-strain curve for the polymer by the damage 
factor). 

For materials already tested in low-rate experiments, parameters can 
be determined, then used to predict mechanical behaviour at different 
rates. For materials without pre-assigned parameters, a mapping of pa-
rameters, εa and k to filler size and volume fraction provided a good 
prediction. Further, the model was capable of modelling rate depen-
dence in the material, albeit with less accuracy at very high strain rates. 
Errors and discrepancies might be seen as a result of specimen prepa-
ration, errors in the reinforcement factor or the parameter estimation. 
Further errors from the viscoelastic polymer model might be expected at 
higher rates, where the rate dependence is larger and the model is 

therefore more sensitive to small changes in rate and therefore to errors 
in the measured strain rates. The model parameters could also be fit to 
the high-rate data, providing an improvement here at the expense of 
predictive capability. 

The potential effect of adiabatic heating on the model output was 
also considered, this provides a small improvement in the model output 
compared to the experimental results. However, the new model stress 
outputs are still over-estimated, e.g. by 20% for G50 at the highest rate 
and strain (Fig. 13a), compared to the empirical values at very large 
strain. This is possibly because the damage scenarios were different 
between quasi-static experiments and high-rate impact experiments. 
From the literature [88,89], it is known that when stress or strain is 
small, the debonding mechanism is predominant, while at large stresses, 
fracture might appear in both the filler and the matrix rich area. This 
may occur preferentially at high strain rates, because the stresses are 
higher, and would accelerate the damage process and reduce the 
empirical strain-stress behaviour compared to the model. There may 
also be non-uniform deformation (e.g. shear bands) in high rate exper-
iments, and the filler-matrix interface may be sensitive to polymer 

Fig. 13. Model implementation for specimen (a) G50, (b) G70 and (c) G75. The ‘new’ viscoelastic polymer model with adiabatic heating effects, the Guth rein-
forcement equation and further damage model implementations were illustrated in Figs. 12, SI-29 and SI-30. The modelling of the composite behaviour performed at 
0.01 s− 1 and 20◦C. The parameters, RGuth, εa, k were as follows: G50: 8.5, 0.048, 0.68; G70: 14.9, 0.043, 0.93; G75: 16.8, 0.042, 0.99. 

Fig. 14. Strain recovery in specimens (a) SPU, G25, G50, G75 (b) SPU, G50, C50, I50 at 37◦C. The gradient of the logarithmic recovery is plotted against volume 
fraction (c) and filler size (d). 
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properties in a manner that affects the high rate behaviour. 
The recoveries of strain and stress during cyclic loadings were briefly 

investigated. A logarithmic recovery of strain with time was evolved, 
with the rate of recovery depending on the particle size and volume 
fraction. The recovery of strength was minimal in these specimens; 
however, it is likely that this would be improved if they were allowed to 
recover in more confined conditions, or for longer. 

In conclusion, this study on sugar-filled SPU polymers characterised 
their properties at quasi-static and high strain rates for different filler 
types and loading proportions. The modelling procedure built up a clear 
concept of using a predictive unfilled polymer model combined with a 
reinforcement equation and damage model to produce a practicable 
modelling procedure for the overall material using the viscoelastic 
polymer model and composition information from the composites. 
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